Multiple Section Louvers

When Maximum Size of Louver Exceeds Product Specifications, Multiple Sections can be Combined for Larger Sizes

Note: Provide your specifications to Customer Service to obtain a quote for oversize louvers.

Fire-Rated Louvers are not available as oversize units. The fire rated size cannot exceed 24” x 24”.

Hurricane-rated louvers are not available as oversize units. They may not exceed 24” x 64”.

See Page 2 for Photos of 1100 & 1200 Adjustable Louvers.

Note: Separator is 1-1/2” Wide
Multiple Section Louvers
Adjustable Louvers

1100 A Adjustable Louver Shown as Dual Unit for Sizes Wider than 24”

1200 A Adjustable Louver Shown as Dual Unit for Sizes Higher than 36”